To the lower precision rate of image retrieval system, this paper presents a content-based image retrieval algorithm based on contour feature and SIFT (scale-invariant feature transform)feature. In our algorithm, firstly we use roughness and steering dangle to express contour feature of image. Secondly, extracting the shape feature of the image target and similarity matching is done by similarity measure function. Thirdly, extracting the SIFT feature of the image and feature matching is done. We choose different types of images as data of original experiment, experiments show that this method improves the efficiency and accuracy of image retrieval.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of multimedia technology, communications technology and network technology, multimedia information sources continue to expand. Image as a content-rich, intuitive performance multimedia information, it has long been the people's attention. With the emergence of a wide range of application requirements, image retrieval of information resources is becoming increasingly important.
Content based image retrieval (CBIR) is an important part of multimedia data retrieval, through the image content feature, it searches for the similarity of user given sketch or image sample image. The research objective is to provide an algorithm that can automatically recognize the important features of the image without the participation of human. Currently, content-based image retrieval system in terms of image feature description, feature extraction and similarity measure other aspects of technology has yet to be mature, in theory there are still many problems to be solved. In CBIR, the use of image Multi-features is often used to implement retrieval methods and means. Therefore, the underlying image feature extraction and description plays an important role in content-based image retrieval system. It has been widely used in many studies and systems.
As we all known, the traditional retrieval algorithm based on the shape of the image has the advantages of simple, and fast speed, but the method is not high in efficiency and accuracy for complex image retrieval efficiency and accuracy , at the same time, the selection of the image control point needs to be further optimized. To make up for the shortcomings of the traditional retrieval algorithm based on image shape, this paper proposes a retrieval algorithm based on figure feature and SIFT feature. First, extract the figure of an image; then from any inflexion of the image figure, according to inflexion segment, with irregularities and average opening angle to represent local features of the image figure, to realize image matching; further extract image SIFT features for image matching, achieved significant retrieval results (Peng, Jiang and Shen,2008) . Finally, experiments proved that the method has a better effect on the image retrieval of the image database containing a large number of complex images.
IMAGE FIGURE FEATURE AND SIFT FEATURE EXTRACTION

Figure Feature Extraction
The figure feature of image mainly depends on the brightness of the image, from the RGB color space conversion to HSI space, theI component of the image reflects the change of the brightness of the image. Therefore, when the image figure feature extraction to use the I component only.
Figure is an important feature of describing image content. For image retrieval using figure feature, people have proposed many different methods, typical algorithm methods include geometric parameters method, the same moment method, and boundary tracking method, wavelet figure representation, local characteristic frequency method, hidden Markov method and so on. Figure extraction are generally based on region or based on edge, among them, the method of edge is particularly widespread. In this paper, firstly, to smooth the noise of image processing, using the method of edge tracking (tunneling method) to extract the image edge information (Nagin,et al., 1985) , the figure of further extract the image feature vector. Principle of edge tracing method is based on some kind of a strict "to the most left to see the detection criteria" to identify pixels on the figure of the target object, according to certain characteristics of these pixels to find other pixels on the target object with the "Tracking Criteria ". Figure extraction is the inverse processing area filling, the purpose is hollowed out interior points in the closed area, leaving only pixels at the junction of the junction of foreground and background, thereby obtaining the figure of objects. Curve segment of edge figure may appear not smooth enough, at this time Prony algorithm can use curve fitting to make it smooth.
In order to extract image edge curve figure features, this paper proposes a new method of image figure feature description, and introduce the concept of irregularities degree and average opening angle. First of all find out all inflxions I(xk,yk) of image edge curve, as shown in Figure 1 , I(xk,yk) represents the value of the I component corresponding to the pixel. Set inflexion number for n, with any inflexion PM as a starting point, by connecting adjacent clockwise inflexion PN, to calculate the distance di between Pi and linear PMPN in the middle of the  MN PP ,obtaining the maximum vertical distance  1,the formula for the linear PMPN is:
Can be obtained:
Then take the starting point of the PN, by connecting adjacent clockwise turning next inflexion PS, to calculate the maximum distance  2 from curve between two points to straight line between two points, and so on, to calculate ３
Definition 1 (bumpiness) roughness= 
Obtaining the average cosine of figure segment  where X is the inflection point.
2.2.SIFT Feature Extraction
SIFT feature is the partial feature of the image, it is not sensitive to image scale scaling, position, rotation and brightness of the image, and has strong robustness. SIFT feature extraction usually contains four steps, respectively for the construction of multi-scale space, looking for points of interest, excluding the key points of low contrast and the unstable edge response points, using a 128-dimensional vector to describe the feature points.
According to the formula (5) and the formula (6),use the known image F(x,y) with Gaussian kernel function do convolution, form multi-scale space, to extreme value point monitoring. Each point in the scale space of DOG (Difference of Gaussian) is successively compared with the point of the adjacent dimension and the adjacent position, get feature points.
in the Formula (5), ( , ; )
 G x y is Gauss function,  is scale coordinate. Pinpoint the position of the extreme points. In order to improve the stability of key points, curve fitting to the scale space DOG function. Using Taylor series expand D(x,y,σ) in the local extreme point (x,y,σ).
To calculate partial derivation of X, the extreme points of the exact location is:
X as the correction value, bring the corrected result into formula (7):
is less than a given threshold ( 0.04), is regarded as unstable extreme point, to delete. According to the gradient direction of the key point of neighborhood pixels , the direction parameter is specified for each key point. The key points are described using 4 x 4 seed points, and each seed point has 8 directions, forming 128 dimensional feature descriptors. Use SIFT of each feature point describe vector DS, forming a set of characteristic S={S 1 , S 2 ,…,S n }. After generating the SIFT feature descriptor, use the Euclidean distance as similarity measure function of a multi-dimensional vector, to realize the feature points matching. For the two images f(x, y) and g(x, y), the more crucial point of the number of matches, the higher the degree of similarity of the image. In the experiment, using a similarity function  to represent the image similarity.
  total number of key points for image matching total number of key points in query image (10)
3.ALGORITHM STEPS BASED ON FIGURE FEATURE AND SIFT FEATURE
Step 1Preprocessing the example image . Denoising for image acquisition, enhancement and binarization.
Step 2 Using boundary tracking method to encode the image, to extract the coordinates of in the curve and the inflexions .If the inflexions n≦3, implement the extraction algorithm through the paper "an image retrieval algorithm based on shape feature" (Cai,Shi and Wang,2005) proposed shape figure feature.
Step 3 If the inflexionts n≧4,starting with any inflection, calculate roughness and β, then respectively obtain roughness1,cos(β1)),(roughness2, cos(β2)),…,((roughness1, cos(β1)), (roughness2, cos(β2)),…) as the characteristic matrix.
Step 4 Read image data from the image database and pre-process, to Step 2.
Step 5 Comparison similarity between irregularities degrees and the average angle. In the experiment, using a non-geometric distance as the criterion of similarity measure . Suppose characteristic matrix of two images P and Q, respectively is A and B, dimension respectively is M, N . The dimensions of the characteristic matrix M, N can be different. ij ( , ) (CON(|A -B |< )) (,)   SIMI P Q MAX MAX M N  is given decimals. CON(|Ai-Bj|<  ) represents a feature matrix A of the i-th column vector or the j-th column vector of feature matrix B to start continuously meet the number of columns |A i -B j |<  , The value range of SIMI is [0,1], the greater the SIMI, the more similar the two images.
Step 6 Comparison similarity of image SIFT features
The higher the value 1 1*   SIMI , the more similar the image. This paper combine the definition of SIMI matching function and value  to achieve the image similarity matching, as shown in formula (11).
1 1*   SIMI (11) 4. EVALUATION CRITERIA Evaluation results of image retrieval system mainly consider two aspects : accuracy and speed of retrieval. Accuracy depends on the distinguish capacity of the extracted image features and the effectiveness of the matching algorithm; retrieval speed depends on the complexity of the image features、 the complexity of the matching algorithm and the organization form of the image database. This paper mainly investigates the accuracy of image retrieval system. Using Precision and recall to evaluate the merits of the retrieval algorithm. Precision refers to return the results of the concentration ratio of effective image, the ability for the system to exclude irrelevant images. Recall refers to the ratio of the effective images of the number of all similar images, using to measure the ability of retrieve relevant images for the system. The higher recall and precision, the better the effect of retrieval algorithm. Precision and recall can be calculated by the following formula:

Retrieve the relevant images Recall All Related Image
Retrieve the relevant images Precision
Retrieved all images (13)
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the method, according to the method proposed in this paper, the simulation experiment was carried out in the Matlab 2014 environment. This experiment used 200 images of insect formed under different illumination conditions, 120 images of automobile, 110 images of missile, 70 images of hand-drawn, to form an image library. Here are six retrieve search results, shown in Table 1 . In general, the smaller the value  , the higher the retrieval precision, recall will decline.
CONCLUSIONS
The algorithm of this paper is to extract the inflection point of the contour curve as the staging point, and then calculated irregularities and average opening angle in each segment, this effectively identifies the key geometric feature points of the figure, and further extracts the SIFT features of the image. By retrieving complex images in the image library show that the method is an effective method for image retrieval. But the content of the image is rich, the algorithm described in this article does not consider characteristics such as color 、texture、space. Therefore, how to integrate a variety of low-level features of images for image retrieval will be our focus of further research. In addition, various feature extraction methods and related feedback mechanism also needs to be further research and improvement.
